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Abstract
This paper presents the background research, development, and playtesting results of a
sustainability-focused educational game called Planet: Crisis. The new game was
designed to raise sustainability awareness through a collaborative, deck-building card
game.
A review of the market for sustainability games showed that although sustainability
games exist on the market today, very few have broken into the mainstream games
market or gained recognition outside of the sustainability education field. Seeking to
leverage this market opportunity and to produce an effective educational tool for use by
sustainability educators, the author created and prototyped a Serious Educational Game
(SEG) solution that was not only sustainability-focused but also fun to play.
This paper reviews the process undertaken to develop a new SEG to help teach
sustainability. Among available sustainability frameworks, the Cradle-to-Cradle (C2C)
sustainability framework seemed best suited for the game, and the principles of what
makes pure games, as well as what makes them enjoyable, were used to guide the
design of the game.
Planet: Crisis was developed and prototyped as a new collaborative, deck-building card
game intended to help raise sustainability awareness and incentivize sustainable
thinking in players. The game provides the opportunity for players to learn how to
collaborate with other players to achieve a common sustainability goal and encourages
learning, sharing, and replaying.
The results of playtesting Planet: Crisis with 16 people over a period of 3 months
demonstrated that the game may be helpful in teaching C2C principles although the
game could be enhanced for audiences of the proposed target age. Playtesting Planet:
Crisis gave the author the opportunity to speak to groups of players about sustainability.
Playtesting groups showed a greater understanding of sustainability after playing
Planet: Crisis.
Next steps for the development of Planet: Crisis include revisions to the game based on
playtesting feedback. Final game revisions and comprehensive, written rules will be
necessary before Planet: Crisis will go into professional production for the marketplace.
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1 Introduction
This paper presents the background research, development, and playtesting results of a
new collaborative, deck-building card game based on the Cradle-to-Cradle (C2C)
framework to increase sustainability awareness. Serious Educational Gaming (SEG)
principles were used to develop a prototype of a new game called Planet: Crisis.
In playing Planet: Crisis, players adopt the roles of a space exploration team settling a
new planet, simply identified as Planet S, after scientists have determined that Earth will
not be able to support human life within the next 50 years. The players must collaborate
to overcome the obstacles they face on Planet S and construct a shelter for their human
colony before the unpredictable weather on Planet S threatens to ruin their mission. The
mission of the exploration team is to establish a space colony for a new human
population. Players win the game by working together, pooling their resources, and
overcoming the threatening weather events of Planet S.
For Planet: Crisis to be considered an effective tool for helping to raise sustainability
awareness as defined in this thesis, the game will meet the following three criteria which
will be examined throughout this paper:
•
•
•

Educational
Sustainability-focused
Fun to play

This paper will provide definitions of key terms used throughout the paper and review
the background for developing a sustainability-focused SEG. Second, the paper will
describe the details of the new game including game rules and game mechanics. Third,
the paper will outline key elements considered in meeting the three criteria of game
development. Finally, the paper will describe the development process, the playtesting
process, and how the playtesting sessions helped to evaluate the effectiveness of the
game, and the lessons learned throughout the game development process.
1.1 Definition of terms
This paper makes use of several terms that might be unfamiliar to the reader. A full
glossary is available in Appendix A. Key terms are defined below.
Cradle-to-Cradle (C2C): a sustainability framework that teaches that the end of a
product’s lifecycle can be the beginning of another product’s lifecycle. C2C divides
manufacturing resources into two distinct metabolisms (cycles): the biological
metabolism and technical metabolism. Biological nutrients return to earth systems at the
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end of product life, while technical nutrients return into a technical system for re-use.
Nutrients (resources) within these two metabolisms can be processed and reprocessed
within their respective metabolisms indefinitely, provided they are not crosscontaminated. If biological nutrients and technical nutrients are combined in a way that
they cannot easily be separated, they create what is called a Monstrous Hybrid (see
Monstrous Hybrid), and the nutrients cannot easily be returned to either metabolism
(McDonough and Braungart). See Figure 1.

Figure 1: The Cradle-to-Cradle Lifecycle (McDonough and Braungart). C2C image recreated by author.

Cradle-to-Grave (C2G): a model of creating products out of raw materials and disposing
of them when the product has outlived its usefulness. The “cradle” is the beginning of
the product life cycle and the “grave” is the end of the product life cycle. The grave could
be in a landfill or an incinerator. Most products available on the market operate on the
C2G model (McDonough and Braungart). See Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The Cradle-to-Grave Lifecycle (McDonough and Braungart). C2C image recreated by author.

Deck-building game: a card game where players start with the same, low-powered
cards and use these cards to obtain cards of higher power. After each round, players
keep the cards they used as well as the cards they obtained. This is how they build their
deck.
Educational game: a game with the intention of education. Educational games may or
may not be full-fledged games. Educational games are often “gamified” (see
gamification) attempts at delivering educational content.
Game mechanics: an industry specific term with no official definition. Most typically,
game mechanics refer to the rules-based system in a game that allows a player to
interact with the gaming environment. Game mechanics include how the rules of the
game are executed (see game rules), how the players interact with each other, and how
the players progress through the game challenge. For instance, rolling dice to determine
how many spaces forward a player may move is a game mechanic.
Game rules: a set of boundaries within a gaming scenario that define the players’
objectives, abilities, and limitations and determine possible game outcomes (Juul).
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Gamification/Gamified: is the application of gaming principles and reward mechanics to
teaching or tasks in an effort to encourage motivation and engagement in otherwise
passive or disinterested members. It is not the process of creating a full-fledged game
out of a given topic. Usually concepts that have been gamified are not full-fledged
games (Deterding, et al., McClarty, et al.).
Monstrous Hybrid: a term from the C2C framework. It is the result of combining
Technical and Biological Nutrients so that they cannot be easily separated (McDonough
and Braungart). See Figure 3.

Figure 3: Examples of Technical Products, Biological Products, and a Monstrous Hybrid Product. Images by
author.

Playtesting: the term used to describe the process of playing a game early on in the
development stages to identify faulty game mechanics and refine game play.
Pure games: games designed with no intention other than enjoyment. Not simply an
altered, virtual world, pure games offer players a quantifiable outcome (McClarty, et al.),
rather, a set of circumstances that define “winning” (Juul).
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Serious Educational Gaming or Serious Educational Games (SEG): a full-fledged game
(see serious game) that targets K–20 content knowledge (Annetta). SEGs have
intentional learning outcomes other than enjoyment (see pure games).
Serious game: a full-fledged game used for non-entertainment purposes (Deterding, et
al.). Serious games may be used to help develop skills or knowledge.
Sustainability: While sustainability can be broadly defined, in the context of this project
and the Planet: Crisis game, the term sustainability refers to environmental sustainability
where natural resources are managed wisely to meet today’s needs as well as to meet
the needs of future generations.
Sustainability illiterate: people who are unfamiliar with the term sustainability including
sustainability issues, concepts, principles, and solution frameworks. It may also refer to
those with no interest or knowledge of sustainability, as anyone can learn more about
sustainability.
1.2 Existing games in the marketplace
Background research was conducted to evaluate the market opportunity for a new
sustainability-focused educational game. In reviewing existing games on the market
today, eight relevant games were discovered and are described below.
•

•

•

•

•

CO2: a multifaceted board game where players must deal with the effects of
conventional energy production and waste while also meeting the rising demand
of clean energy (CO₂).
EcoTopia: a sustainability-themed card game that has been pitched on
Kickstarter (an online crowdsourcing website) that hasn’t been completely
developed (EcoTopia).
Game Changer Game: a card-based tabletop game where players are
challenged to develop innovative and relevant solutions to a wide array of openended problems that can be custom suited to the players’ work or creative
environments (Eco Innovators).
GBO Hawai’i: a board game that emulates the well-known board game
Monopoly. Players of GBO Hawai’i invest in sustainable companies rather than
real estate (GBO Hawaii).
Global: an Internet-based board game that combines physical board game with
online interactivity. Similar to Monopoly, but on a global scale; players invest in
world economy (King).
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•

•

•

Save the Planet: an open source board game where players must collaborate to
rid the board of pollution before the ‘evil’ oil and coal industries fill the board with
pollution (Save the Planet Board Game).
Sustainability: The Game: a board game where players must answer
sustainability-related trivia questions to further their progress (Sustainability
Game).
Sustainability Card Game: a card game where players are challenged to think
like sustainable designers as they solve design problems with sustainable design
strategies and inspirations (Design Play Cards).

1.3 Reviews of existing games
Of the sustainability-focused games listed above, very few have broken into mainstream
markets. The exceptions are GBO Hawai’i, which can be bought on Amazon.com, and
CO2, which can be purchased on Amazon.com as well as in gaming stores. CO2 has
also received feedback and comments on BoardGameGeek.com, the veritable authority
on all tabletop gaming. In that respect, it is alone on the above list.
Why haven’t the other sustainability-focused educational games been as successful?
One possibility is that existing sustainability-focused educational games have only
begun to reach their potential. According to Kirriemuir and McFarlane’s Literature
Review in Games and Learning (2004), most educational games fail to realize their full
potential because of one or more of the following reasons:
• The games have been too simplistic in comparison to competing video games.
• The tasks are repetitive (i.e., continually doing sums) and quickly become boring
to players and feel like ‘work’
• The tasks are poorly designed and do not support progressive understanding.
• Related to this last point, the range of activities is severely limited within the
game, usually concentrating on one skill or accumulation of homogenous content
• The target audience becomes aware that it is being coerced into ‘learning’, in
possibly a patronizing manner (Kirriemuir and McFarlane, 4).
For further thoughts on the success of CO2, as well as the advice given by GBO Hawai’i
designer, Scott Cooney on developing a sustainability-based board game, and links to
more information on the sustainability games reviewed, see Appendix B.
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1.4 The opportunity for new game
Although there are several sustainability-focused games on the market today (see
section 1.2), there is a significant lack of full-fledged, sustainability-focused educational
games available in the marketplace, SEG or otherwise, that have realized their true
potential either as learning tools or as games. Only two of the sustainability-focused
games found in the research (GBO Hawai’i and CO2) have broken into mainstream
markets, thus there is an opportunity for another sustainability-focused educational
game. Further, in considering the noted shortcoming of existing SEGs, there is an
opportunity to not simply create another educational game, but instead to create a
multifaceted, collaborative gaming environment that allows players to explore,
experiment, and discover for themselves the benefits of living and thinking sustainably
in a way that is enjoyable. Perhaps the game could be so much fun that it could invite
the curiosity of those with no interest in sustainability without prompting from a
sustainability educator?
1.5 Thesis statement
What could an educational game look like that was 1) a Serious Educational Game, 2)
focused on a specific sustainability framework, and 3) fun to play?
1.6 Project statement
The main goal of this thesis project is to develop a novel sustainability-focused
educational game that may be used to raise sustainability awareness in the
sustainability illiterate. The game will do so by instilling the principles of C2C, a
sustainability framework, into the basic rules of the game so that the players must think
sustainably to win. The game, called Planet: Crisis, has a complex yet approachable set
of gaming rules and mechanics that are presented in a way that is easy to understand
and is intended to create enjoyable game play. The project will evaluate the
effectiveness of using SEGs as an opportunity to teach the C2C framework by
playtesting an early-stage prototype of Planet: Crisis.
The following criteria were established in developing the Planet: Crisis. The game is
intended to be:
• Educational: The game will invite players into a role-playing scenario where they
can learn how to collaborate with other players to achieve a common
sustainability goal, thus raising their sustainability awareness.
• Sustainability-focused: The game will incentivize sustainable thinking to win the
game. To achieve this, the basic rules of the game will hinge upon the C2C
framework so that players must think sustainably to win.
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•

Fun to play: The game will bring delight to the players and they will want to play
again.

1.7 Sustainability Scope
While the discipline of sustainability covers a broad range of topics, including
environmental, personnel, and financial sustainability, the C2C framework only covers
environmental sustainability. Additionally, it should be noted that Planet: Crisis should
not be considered a comprehensive overview of either sustainability or of the C2C
framework and is better suited for the sustainability illiterate as opposed to those who
already possess either an interest in or existing knowledge of sustainability. This is
because the sustainability principles have been simplified in a way that they would be
better served as an introduction to sustainability as opposed to a review of any higherlevel sustainability content. The goal of Planet: Crisis, then, is to use the planet’s
environment to help introduce the sustainability illiterate to C2C’s environmental
sustainability principles, to provide them with a means of exercising their new
knowledge, and to show them how accessible sustainability can be.

2 About the Planet: Crisis game
In Planet: Crisis, players represent a team of space explorers that are tasked with
establishing a colony on a foreign planet, Planet S, after Earth has run out of critical
resources. Planet S is fertile, but the weather is hostile and unpredictable. The players
must collaborate to build adequate shelter to protect their colony before a weather event
on Planet S wipes out humanity’s last hope.
2.1 Target player
Planet: Crisis is intended to be accessible to children as young as 8 but be interesting
enough for ages older than 8. Ideally, the player will already have an understanding of
both deck-building games as well as the C2C framework, but the game has been
designed so that those who don’t already understand either of these concepts can learn
them easily through game play.
The target player is teenaged and is not already interested in sustainability. The
intention of the game is to help young adults better understand what sustainability is and
their personal impacts on resources.

2.2 Planet: Crisis game rules and game mechanics
Planet: Crisis operates on the deck-building mechanic. Between 1 to 5 players may play
the game at once.
Game Scenario
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The game instructions would start out with this narrative:
Planet Earth can no longer sustain human life. Within the next half-century, human life
as we know it will be extinct. The only chance humanity has for survival is the
colonization of a near-Earth planet, simply called “Planet S”. You and the other players
of Planet: Crisis represent the space mission tasked with establishing the planetary
colony in time for Earth’s refugees to safely escape their impending doom.
To expedite the trip, you arrive on Planet S with only minimal resources. You must
gather the remaining resources you need from Planet S. But beware! Planet S can only
offer so many resources before it, like Planet Earth, runs out of useable resources. The
outcome of your venture is entirely up to you. Using your survival and problem-solving
skills, you must manage what resources are available to you to establish adequate
shelter before Planet S’ unpredictable weather system threatens to wipe you, and
humanity’s hope for survival, off the map.
To build adequate shelter, you must first gather the necessary resources to erect the
shelter. Every turn you will have the chance to gather, share, and use Resource Cards
as you and your team see fit. Build through each of the 5 Levels of Shelter to protect
you and your team from 5 different Levels of the Weather Events on Planet S. Build a
Level 5 Shelter, which can withstand the worst of the planet’s storms, and you win the
game! Only through strategic planning and the tenacity to live will you and your team
triumph!
Collaboration
Players must work together to achieve the game objective: to establish a space colony
for the displaced Earthlings. Players can strategize as a group to figure out how each
player might best use their turn. Additionally, if the players want to, they may establish a
Community Reserve of Resource Cards to share these cards among players to help
them win the game.
The Board
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The game board is laid out with specific areas for each of the decks and buildings that
the players might need to use (Figure 4).

Figure 4: The Game Board

The game board, after it has been setup, will look like Figure 5, with the Resource
Cards available on the top right, the Wood Deck (mid-level Biological Resource Cards
available at any time) and the Waste Deck on the left, the Dump in the upper left, and
the Pollution Counter on Level 0.
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Figure 5: Game Board Set Up

How to play
To play the game,
each player starts
with the same ten
cards (Figure 6) in
their Draw Deck,
which they shuffle
and leave
facedown on the
table in front of
them.
Figure 6: The Ten Cards Dealt to Each Player
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Then, they draw the top five cards from their Draw Deck (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Step 1
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On their turn, they may use the combined power of these five cards to purchase cards
from the Lineup. For instance, the player may use two cards, each with a Power of 1 to
purchase a card with a Cost of 2 (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Step 2
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Once the player purchases a card, they take the card they purchased, along with the
cards they used to purchase the card, and they place these cards in their Discard Deck
(Figure 9).

Figure 9: Step 3

The player may then choose to use any remaining cards in their hand to purchase more
cards, or they may decide to end their turn. Any cards they did not use may remain in
their hand.
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Once the player’s turn is over, they draw cards from their Draw Deck (or discard from
their hand) until they have five cards in their hand. They then replace any cards in the
Lineup (Figure 10).

Figure 10: Step 4
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If a player cannot draw enough cards from their Draw Deck, they take their Discard
Deck, shuffle it, and place it facedown under any cards that might remain in their Draw
Deck. Their Discard Deck becomes their new Draw Deck, and they may continue to
draw cards (Figure 11).

Figure 11: The Shuffling Mechanism
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Types of cards
Playable Cards in Planet: Crisis have at least four elements (Figure 12):
• Name: Each card has a
name describing its
material or action.
• Power: Each card has a
point value. Points are
Power
Name
Recycle
combined to purchase
other cards.
• Cost: The number of
Type
points the player must
Pay 2 to sort through
have in their hand to be
discard pile and return
able to purchase the card.
Effect
any single blue card to
• Type: Each card falls into
your hand
one of five categories
(Figure 13). Biological
(green) and Technical
(blue) Cards represent the Cost
two kinds of nutrients
Figure 12: Card Taxonomy
identified in the C2C framework. Action
cards allow the player to perform a special action. Biological/Technical cards
represent Monstrous Hybrids that offer a steep advantage, but at a steep cost,
and Waste Cards are introduced into the game if players execute an action that
is considered wasteful.
• Some cards have effects, which are additional, sometimes optional actions that
will take place once the card has been played.

Card Taxonomy

1

3

The Biological and Technical Cards
represent the two discrete types of
resources in the C2C sustainability
framework. Although both types may
be used and reused indefinitely on
their own, players must be cautious
to not use both types in the same
purchase, as this would effectively
mix the two resource types. Mixing
the two different resource types
forces the player to forfeit their cards

Card Types

Biological

Technical

Biological or
Technical
Figure 13: Card Types

Waste

Action
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and it also introduces Waste into the resource stream. For a full list of game cards, see
Appendix C.1.
The game also makes use of cards to represent Roles, Weather Events and Buildings
Roles
Each time players start a game of Planet: Crisis, they randomly select one of eight roles.
All roles offer a special ability for the individual player alone unless otherwise noted. For
a full list of Roles, see Appendix C.2.
Weather events
The most dangerous aspect of this mission is the weather as it is highly unpredictable.
Encountering a Weather Event without the proper protection (adequate shelter) results
in varying consequences. Weather on Planet S is categorized in 5 Levels. Level 1
Weather Events result in a mild consequence, and while Level 5 Weather Events are
the worst possible storm, encountering a Level 5 Weather Event without adequate
protection will not end the game. However, if the players encounter a Level 4 or 5
Weather Event, and they have not protected themselves, the Weather Event could
potentially disturb the Waste the team has created and raise the Pollution Level. If the
Pollution Counter reaches Level 5, the planet is polluted, and the game is lost. For a full
list of the Weather Events and their accompanying consequences, see Appendix C.3.
The only way to protect against Weather Events is to build a shelter, which is one of six
buildings the team can erect.
Buildings
There are six buildings the team can erect: only the shelter is mandatory to win the
game. Each building provides the players with a different advantage, and each level of
shelter provides a higher degree of advantage.
Each building has a cost. When players purchase the building, instead of taking the
Building Card and placing it in their Discard Deck, they take the cards they used to
purchase the Building and place them under the Building Card on the game board. This
removes the cards from play and emulates the consumption of materials in the building
process.
A player may not erect a high-level building until each Level before is purchased and
erected: to build a Level 5 Shelter and win the game, the team must first build Shelter
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Levels 1 through 4. All other Buildings are optional. For a full listing of each Building and
the accompanying advantages, see Appendix C.4.
2.3 Connections to sustainability
Planet: Crisis is designed to introduce and teach the concepts of the C2C framework.
The game helps teach sustainability in the following ways:
Discourages sticking to the 3Rs mentality.
One of the elements of the C2C framework is that the 3Rs only perpetuate the C2G
mindset. Because of this, Planet: Crisis makes use of the 3Rs but attaches only a
moderate advantage in the game. For instance, the Recycle Card allows players to pay
a small price to sort through the Resource Cards they’ve recently used and to return one
Resource Card to their hand. This emulates the idea of downcycling (see Appendix A:
Glossary for more details about C2C, C2G, 3Rs, downcycling, etc.,).
Resources can and are reused.
Some games, such as the board game Settlers of Catan, allow players to withdraw and
deposit to a community bank of resources. The resource cycle in Settlers of Catan is
slow and communal, as all players give and take from the same decks of cards. With
the deck-building mechanic of Planet: Crisis, players cultivate and maintain their own,
individualized decks, rotating through resources on a much faster cycle. This allows
players to realize both the positive and the negative consequences of their materials
selection on a more frequent and direct basis. Additionally, deck-building games
presuppose a local resource cycle, giving players no viable option to win but to learn
how to reuse the Resource Cards in their Individual Resource Cycle.
Resources fall into one of two categories: technical nutrients or biological nutrients.
In Planet: Crisis, Resource Cards are either blue (technical nutrients; e.g. plastics or
metals) or green (biological nutrients; e.g., woods or natural fabrics). Within these two
categories, players cultivate a wide range of blue and or green cards in their Individual
Resource Cycle to meet the various needs of their developing planetary infrastructure.
Both technical and biological nutrients can be recycled or reused without penalty.
One of the pivotal rules of the game is that both blue and green Resource Cards can be
reused indefinitely. More than one Resource Card can be used to purchase a new, more
powerful Resource Card with a higher power, or an advantageous effect. Both the newly
purchased card and the original Resource Cards used to purchase the new card are
returned to the player’s individual Resource Cycle. The inherently localized and
personalized resource cycles of deck-building games naturally help to teach the C2C
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framework to players. Resources may be recycled or reused indefinitely unless the two
kinds of Resource Cards are used at the same time; this action causes the player’s
cards to be forfeited from their Individual Resource Cycle.
Using technical nutrients and biological nutrients together in a manner in which they
cannot be separated results in a Monstrous Hybrid, a conglomerate that cannot be
recycled in either the technical or biological cycles without negative consequences.
The Monstrous Hybrid is a C2C concept that has been incorporated into Planet: Crisis.
Players have the option of using blue and green cards together to purchase a new card
or to upgrade a building. However, while they gain the purchased card or building
upgrade, the purchase creates a Waste Card. The Resource Cards the player uses to
purchase the new card is placed into the Dump and is removed from their Individual
Resource Cycle. These valuable Resource Cards can only be reclaimed from the Dump
if a Level 5 Weather Event Card (a card that occurs randomly in the Resource Card
deck) requires a player to shuffle the Dump back into the main Resource Card deck.
This action returns the Resource Cards into play, but players must then use valuable
points to re-purchase the Resource Cards for their Individual Resource Cycle, the action
introduces Waste Cards into the Resource Card deck, and worst of all, it raises the
Pollution Counter one Level.
There is no “away”
In early civilizations, humans were more connected with the planet (McDonough and
Braungart). With the advent of waste removal (i.e., to landfills), humans tend to forget
the responsibility of managing resources wisely or limiting their waste production.
Because the impacts of these decisions usually happen “away” from us -outside of our
immediate experience- where we do not see or feel the implications of throwing things
away, we have become more consumptive and wasteful (McDonough and Braungart).
In Planet: Crisis, when Waste Cards are produced and tossed “away” into the Dump,
they are still active cards in the game. When a Level 5 Weather Event Card forces the
cards from the Dump into the main Resource Card deck, all the cards that were thrown
“away” will return into play to affect the players.
Learning sustainability is not the objective of the game
While making the game sustainability-focused was one of the criteria of the
development process, to the players of Planet: Crisis the objective of the game is not to
learn sustainability. The objective is to survive on Planet S; sustainable thinking
becomes a skill vital for survival in the game. In fact, without the guidance of a
sustainability educator, players might never realize they are learning new sustainability
concepts, learning the C2C framework, or learning to think sustainably. However,
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players must employ these sustainability-focused lessons -integrated subtly through the
game rules- to win the game.
Collaboration
Players must work together if they wish to survive the storms (created through Weather
Cards) by building a Level 5 Shelter on Planet S. While players may choose to hide their
cards from the other players, the benefits of communicating strategies and sharing
cards with each other, as well as the social stigma of not sharing, encourages players to
work together to survive. Either they all win or they all lose the game: collaboration is
critical to winning the game.
Rewarding patience
Other deck-building games force players to discard their entire hand after each turn,
regardless of whether they used the cards in their hands. This encourages “spending” or
consumption their cards, even if the player doesn’t want to use their cards. In Planet:
Crisis, players have the opportunity to save the Resource Cards in their hand for their
next turn. This discourages unnecessary spending of their cards and consumption of
resources, and it allows players to strategically plan for a better hand of cards.
Prioritizing progress
While building a Level 5 Shelter is the primary objective of the game, additional
buildings can provide in-game advantages. There are a total of six buildings that the
players can choose to erect. However, at the start of the game, each player may only
erect one building per player (except for the Mission Captain, who can erect two
buildings). In a game with fewer than 5 players, as a collaborative group the players
must decide which buildings to erect and which buildings to ignore.
Nature is not the enemy
While the team must construct a shelter to protect from the Weather Events, the
Weather Events alone do not induce a losing condition. If the players immediately
encounter a Level 4 or Level 5 storm, and there is no waste in the dump, then the storm
will not affected them negatively. It is only once the team begins to produce waste that
the storms become a threat. Nature, then, is not the real enemy. It is simply how nature
responds to the team’s wastefulness that presents a threat to the team.

3 Three criteria of developing Planet: Crisis
Planet: Crisis was designed to meet the following three game development criteria: The
game will be:
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1) Educational: Raises sustainability-awareness in players by inviting them into a roleplaying scenario where they can learn how to collaborate with other players to achieve a
common sustainability goal.
2) Sustainability-focused: Incentivizes sustainable thinking to win the game
3) Fun to play: Encourages learning, sharing, and replaying.
To adequately address the three criteria, key elements from each were considered.
Identification of and support for the key elements are outlined below.
3.1 Educational
Making an educational game, a Serious Educational Game (SEG), is the first criteria
considered in the development of this game project. It should be noted that SEGs are
not the same as gamification (see Definition of Terms). Gamification is the application of
gaming principles and reward mechanisms to a non-gaming environment to promote
engagement and stoke enthusiasm (Deterding, et al.). SEGs involve applying learning
principles, skill development, and transfer of knowledge through a gaming format
(Annetta).
3.1.1 Support of SEGs
“Cognitive scientists from many different fields have come to adopt what is called ‘a
situated view of learning,’ one that proposes that thinking is not a matter of abstract,
symbolic representations, but rather rooted in direct experience” (Squirea 7). Because of
this, students cannot be given a list of facts and be expected to memorize and apply
them. Instead, they need to be given a chance to experience and engage with the new
information. In 1979, Pietrie proposed that metaphors are vital tools for processing new
knowledge, as new knowledge can only be understood in relationship to old knowledge
(Malone, Annetta). This is why some SEGs are not exact replications of real life
scenarios, but instead fantasies that can help enhance the learning experience
(Malone).
Learning new concepts may present monumental barriers to learning. But SEG allows
students to engage with the information in a way that feels less threatening and more
inviting than traditional educational environments. In an educational environment, failure
can be paralyzing. However, in gaming, failure is just part of the game and is usually not
fatal; the game becomes a safe place for the student to fail as they try a task again and
again until they get it right (McClarty, et al.). Similarly, because the game provides
immediate feedback, students may explore and adjust strategies as they proceed
through the game to find the strategy or tactic that will work best (McClarty, et al.)
Because the feedback is both immediate and not directly associated with a good or bad
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grade, feedback in a SEG is not dreaded, instead feedback is welcome, even desired,
because it represents an advantage to win the game (McClarty, et al.)
According to the National Summit on Educational Games (2006), one of the advantages
of SEGs is that they can help a learner create new mental reference points for
accessing and contextualizing the information:
Through gaming, players intentionally involve themselves with:
• contextual bridging (i.e., putting concepts to practice),
• high time-on-task (that is, a willingness to spend significant time on a single
task)
• motivation and goal orientation, even after failure,
• using cues, hints, and partial solutions to keep them progressing through
learning,
• personalized learning, and,
• infinite patience. (Federation of American Scientists, 5)
People play games because they are entertaining. Games provide a social experience
that may be shared with family, friends, and peers, are challenging, and, most
importantly, are fun (Kirriemuir and McFarlane). Because of all this, it seems possible to
playfully convey relationship between sustainability, product design, and consumption
(Judmaier). This is exactly the kind of playful depiction that Planet: Crisis will need.
3.1.2 Key elements of effective SEGs
To make a SEG that also effectively teaches new content to learners will require
implementation of several key elements. Annetta (2010, 106-110) lists the following six
elements of effective SEGs:
• Identity—allowing a player a feeling of individuality and importance in a gaming
environment.
• Immersion—creating a gaming atmosphere that allows them to explore.
• Interactivity—establishing feedback scenarios so that players can engage with
the game.
• Increased complexity—introducing the player to the gaming narrative with simple
challenges that slowly escalate in difficulty or complexity to both teach the player
how to navigate and overcome obstacles in the game as well as build confidence
for later, more demanding tasks.
• Informed teaching—speaking more specifically of a digital game, informed
teaching refers to a game’s ability to assess the learning deficiencies of a player
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•

in real-time, altering the game to allow a player more time to focus on their
weaker skills without drawing attention to the deficiency.
Instructional—an effective SEG presents information or skills for the player to
learn.

3.1.3 Leveraging motivation for SEGs
In reference to game-based learning, Squirea states that most educational games have
been designed on an old instructional model, resulting in what can feel like a trivia
contest: answer questions to proceed. These kinds of games operate on extrinsic
motivation. However, Annetta states that SEGs are most effective when the learning is
stealthy, and the new age of gaming allows players to experiment, explore, collaborate,
and problem solve. Squirea suggests that SEGs have yet to properly embrace these
elements.
In developing a SEG, it is important to understand the difference between extrinsic
motivation, which operates on the old paradigm of instruction, and intrinsic motivation,
which allows for a more integrated expression of information. Two games with similar
concepts can feel drastically different depending on the kind of motivation is used.
Extrinsic motivation is external motivation. This is commonly referred to as the “carrot
and stick” method, where a given behavior is rewarded (“carrot”) with an incentive that
bears no direct correlation with the given task, or it is punished for not fulfilling the task
(“stick”). In extrinsic fantasies, or extrinsically motivated games, the exercise of the skill
does not depend on the fantasy. That is, they are not closely linked. For example,
solving math problems to shoot down alien ships in a space invasion game provides a
gaming mechanism (solve math problems to shoot down an alien ship) to complete the
objective (protect the planet from invasion), but the nature of solving math problems
does not lend itself to being able to effectively defend against an alien invasion, so the
skill and fantasy are not closely linked. At this level of implementation, the skill could be
just as easily paired with any other kind of fantasy or no fantasy at all (Malone).
Extrinsic motivation can be effective; however, externally administered
reinforcement will not solve every problem for an instructional designer (Malone).
Intrinsic motivation is an internal motivation. The motivation to overcome a given
challenge comes naturally from within the context of the challenge. In intrinsic fantasies,
the progression of the fantasy narrative depends on the execution of the skill, and the
execution of the skill connects with the rules of the fantasy world (Malone). For instance,
returning to the alien invasion fantasy, in calculating the strength and number of the
alien ships and rationing a limited supply of ammunition to defend against the incoming
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invasion, players are utilizing a math skill to overcome a challenge. Solving math
problems is not the objective of the game, so they are exercising math not for math’s
sake, but for the sake of assuring that they have enough ammunition to defend the
planet. At this point, the skill is intrinsically tied to the fantasy world. According to
Malone intrinsic fantasies are generally more interesting and more instructional than
extrinsic fantasies. This is proposed as a testable hypothesis, however.
In Planet: Crisis, players are intrinsically motivated to think sustainably. For the players
to survive on Planet S, they must learn how to properly manage their resources
(conveyed through Resource Cards), as the planet does not offer an abundance of
resources. In this scenario, the fantasy and the skill are linked, because space colonists
would be expected to manage their resources properly.
3.1.4 Using simulations in SEGs
Degree of reality is another consideration when creating a SEG. On one hand, creating
a game to be as lifelike as possible, or with high-fidelity, comes with obvious educational
advantages. However, high-fidelity simulations can detract from the novelty and appeal
of a fantasy environment (Malone). On the other hand, a low-fidelity simulation simplifies
the system to highlight crucial skills or principles. Many low-fidelity simulations are not
video game based, but instead board game based (Squireb).
Games with an educational intent are often stuck between either being too
frivolous and inaccurate or too boring and information-laden (Kirriemuir and McFarlane).
Because of this, SEGs need to strike a balance between realism and fantasy. Malone
suggests striving for novelty and surprise, but providing at least some familiarity
because new knowledge is best understood in relation to old knowledge, and asking the
participant to suspend their disbelief indefinitely can prove tiresome.
In the development of Planet: Crisis, the author strived to find a balance between
realism and fantasy in the game narrative and mechanics by moving the narrative away
from Earth and onto another planet. If the game narrative have taken place on Earth,
players might have assumed they could take advantage of the resources and
infrastructure humans had already established on Earth and players might question why
the game is waste-intensive when they would reasonably have had access to landfills.
However, on Planet S, players will have an easier time believing that survival is up to
them and them alone. Additionally, moving the game to another planet will help the
players feel more vital and adventurous (survival of the human race is up to them!) as
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opposed to keeping the game on Earth where the focus on proper materials utilization
and waste-management could feel like a heavy-handed lesson in recycling.
3.1.5 Instructor oversight for use of SEGs
SEGs are not a replacement for instructors. In most cases, a game is more effective at
teaching if teachers explain how the game works, and it is strongly suggested that
teachers supervise gameplay (Judmaier, et al.). Games should instead be used as tools
to accomplish learning objectives, and players will need opportunity for feedback and
discussion to incorporate lessons learned (Hays).
Experiencing the game alone doesn’t promise that learners will obtain the knowledge or
skills development imbedded in the simulation. For that, it is best for learners to have
time for guided discussion, feedback, or a time to debrief (Hays, Squireb).
Planet: Crisis is designed to have the teacher present to guide play and to lead
discussions after game play. Once players have completed a game, a teacher can use
the game principles as examples of the C2C framework, revealing to the players that
not only is sustainable thinking accessible, but they have already started to learn
sustainable thinking on their own while playing Planet: Crisis.
3.1.6 Identifying key elements of Planet: Crisis as a SEG
In addition to satisfying Annetta’s seven elements of an effective SEG, Planet: Crisis will
need to:
•

Intrinsically motivate players to exercise new skills and understanding,

•

Balance realism and fantasy, and

•

Leave time for the players to discuss and process what they have learned.

3.2 Sustainability-focused
Having a sustainability focus is the second of the three criteria considered in the
development of Planet: Crisis. Before deciding how sustainability issues, concepts,
principles, and frameworks might be incorporated into the game, the author briefly
explored the ideas behind teaching sustainability concepts.
3.2.1 Teaching sustainability
On the whole, research shows that sustainability principles and environmental
knowledge is lacking in the United States (Coyle, Cortese). The National Environmental
Education and Training Foundation discovered that in the year 2000, 68% of surveyed
Americans failed a simple quiz on environmental literacy (Coyle). When asked, most
participants admitted that they gained most of their environmental knowledge from the
media through television or newspapers.
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The general public has very little understanding of how human existence is closely tied
to the health of the environment, which is partially a result of educational programs
lacking a focus on environmental health (Cortese). If higher education does not place a
focus on environmental health then the next generation will grow up without the
knowledge, skills, and compassion to respond to a damaged and declining planet
(Cortese). An education in sustainability challenges the foundation of the current
consumerism-focused culture where individuals’ status is based on level of consumption
of goods and resources through the accumulation of ‘stuff’. This is why sustainable
education is vital, especially at a young age.
One of the biggest difficulties in educating people about sustainability concepts,
principles, and frameworks is that the topic of sustainability is not a discrete set of
design principles, but instead it’s a paradigm that impacts the way people interact with
the world, from their jobs to the personal choices they make in their daily lives. Planet:
Crisis will need to introduce sustainability principles using means that are accessible
and easy to understand.
3.2.2 Pique curiosity in the sustainability illiterate
The key to helping the sustainability illiterate learn about sustainable principles will be to
inspire their curiosity, then provide them with a means to satisfy their curiosity. As such,
the goal of the game is not to simply deliver the C2C framework but instead to pique
players’ curiosity concerning the framework and then allow them to explore and satisfy
their curiosity.
It might be assumed that a student that knows nothing about sustainability would have
the greatest curiosity in learning more about it. However, students are unable to be
curious about a topic if they do not know that it exists. People are most curious about a
subject when they realize that their knowledge is insufficient or that their understanding
is inconsistent with available information, rather than when they know nothing of the
subject (Malone).
According to Judamaier, learning simple facts about sustainability or sustainability
frameworks is not as important as raising awareness and changing attitudes. Because
of this, it is not vital for Planet: Crisis to deliver a full summary of the C2C framework or
for it to provide sustainability facts. Instead, if the game can challenge players’
understanding of sustainability, pique their interest on the topic, and help them feel more
positively and optimistically about their involvement with sustainability, the game will
have succeeded in allowing players to engage with the C2C framework and in raising
sustainability awareness.
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Effectively raising sustainability awareness is not an unprecedented effort, and some
educational programs have yielded promising results. For instance, the lack of adequate
sustainability education packages led to the development of the The Secret Life of
Things (SLOT) program as an attempt to communicate sustainability issues in a
package that is not only accessible, but is appealing and engaging to the Gen Y
(Millennial Generation) demographic cohort. The SLOT pack includes games, videos,
information sheets, and case studies to help students engage with the information. After
the completion of the program, 76% of surveyed students indicated that the SLOT
project had influenced them to design more sustainably (Acaroglu, et al.). One point of
interest is that the SLOT curriculum was designed for the mainstream design student
who may fall into the sustainability illiterate category (Acaroglu, et al.).
3.2.3 Selecting a sustainability framework
Many currently applied sustainability frameworks were considered as potential
candidates for implementation into the game, including C2C, The Natural Step, Triple
Bottom Line (TBL), and Biomimicry. Initially the game was going to be developed
around the TBL framework (people, planet, profit) because it is a framework most
similar to the mental model players might already have, and it was assumed it would be
most accessible to learners. However, at the caution of several mentors, the choice was
reconsidered because TBL, while sometimes more easily accessible to the sustainability
illiterate, still justifies—even glorifies—profit as a viable motivator for decision-making.
Ultimately, the sustainability focus for Planet: Crisis moved to the C2C framework, as
one of the core components of the C2C framework would easily be translated into a
game structure: collect resources but don’t let them mix. This switch removed the focus
from people and profit and instead directed the focus of the game to conscientious
resource management.
Further, by allowing the players to interact with each other to collaboratively plan how
best to use each other’s abilities and resources Planet: Crisis encourages players to
learn and exercise collaborative thinking, a critical skill for sustainable living and
decision making.
3.2.4 Identifying key elements of Planet: Crisis as sustainability-focused SEG
For Planet: Crisis to be sustainably focused, it would need to have rules based on the
C2C framework. Additionally, it would need to:
• Challenge the players’ understanding of sustainability,
• Pique their interest on the topic, and
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•

Help them feel more positively and optimistically about their involvement with
sustainability.

3.3 Fun to play
Most people prefer delight, celebration, and fun as opposed to doom and gloom. It
doesn’t do the sustainability message any good to make people feel bad or guilty about
their decisions; rather it is better to give people ways to enjoy the decisions they are
making (McDonough and Braungart). Because of this, Planet: Crisis will need to be
educational and have a sustainability-focus, but it will also need to be fun to play.
Because games have become widespread and game development is now accessible to
independent designers, there is no agreed-upon approach to game development: each
designer has their own method. However, there are several core elements that are
recommended to help in developing a game which are explored below
3.3.1 Elements of a game
Juul defines the following six key points about true games:
•

Fixed rules: Unambiguous laws that determine the outcome of the game.

•

Variable, quantifiable outcome: The rules of the game must provide different
possible outcomes and must be fit to the player. Variable outcome depends on
who is playing— a master against an apprentice will not have the same kind of
variable outcome that two moderately skilled players will. Players can also selfhandicap to ensure variability.

•

Value assigned to possible outcomes: Some outcomes of the game are better
than others. It defines what “winning” and “losing” looks like. Positive outcomes
should be harder to obtain than negative outcomes.

•

Player effort: The player’s actions can affect the outcome of the game. This will
usually lead the player to a feeling of attachment to the outcome, since they have
invested energy into the game.

•

Player attached to outcome: This is not a formal element of the game system, but
a psychological interaction between the player and the game. A player may
actually feel happiness at winning, and may actually feel sad at losing.

•

Negotiable consequences: Anything from an exchange of goods to an exchange
of feelings, the real-life consequences of a game are within the control of the
players. Gambling in Vegas, for example, is not a game by this definition, as the
consequences of the game would not be negotiable.
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Planet: Crisis will need to address each of these six points to be considered a true game
and not just a gamified version of the C2C framework.
3.3.2 Making a game fun
Hunicke, et al., suggest that games are different than other entertainment products
(movies, music, books, etc.,) because the outcome of a game is unpredictable. With that
distinction in mind, Hunicke, et al., offers a three-tiered system for building a game that
results in “fun:”
• Mechanics: The raw components of the game,
• Dynamics: The run-time behavior of the player interacting with the game and with
other players, and
• Aesthetics: The desired emotional responses evoked in the player when they
interact with the system.
In creating a game, Hunicke, et al., suggest moving away from using the ambiguous
term “fun” and instead moving towards more specific aesthetics (emotional responses).
Proposed are the following aesthetics:
• Sensation: Game as sense-pleasure
• Fantasy: Game as make-believe
• Narrative: Game as drama
• Challenge: Game as obstacle course
• Fellowship: Game as social framework
• Discovery: Game as uncharted territory
• Expression: Game as self-discovery
• Submission: Game as pastime
3.3.3 Identifying key elements of Planet: Crisis as a fun game
In addition to addressing Juul’s six points that define a game, Planet: Crisis game
mechanics will need to be designed in a way that would allow the players to have fun.
Planet: Crisis will aim to offer:
• Challenge: Players must use limited resources to survive on Planet S.
• Fellowship: Players must work together to achieve their common goal.
• Fantasy: Game narrative takes place on another planet.
• Discovery: The Resource Card deck is always shuffled to provide random
distribution of cards to ensure players will not know what cards will be available
to them next.
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4 Developing and testing the game
4.1 The process
Games are incredibly diverse. Depending on what kind of gaming experience is desired,
certain styles of games should be considered. Making the game collaborative was the
most vital aspect of developing the style of game, and is outlined below. Further gaming
styles were entertained and can be explored in Appendix D.
4.1.1 Making the game collaborative
Most games are inherently competitive, operating in an environment with a zero-sum
reality: only one person can win the game, therefore all other players must lose. It is the
drive to win that makes most competitive games inviting. It is also the drive to win that
makes some competitive games intense. To combat these gaming issues, some game
designers have created games where everybody wins. While the appeal of a
guaranteed win at the end of the game has some eager to play, ultimately the idea of a
guaranteed victory robs players of the challenge and reward of traditional gameplay.
Collaborative games, on the other hand, opt for a less traditional approach to gaming. It
should be noted that collaborative games, outside of elementary school games, only
became popular in the adult tabletop community within the last five years (Vasel). The
most successful example of collaborative games is Pandemic, an apocalyptic scenario
game where a cross-disciplinary team must work together to deter the epidemic spread
of four deadly diseases.
A collaboration game mechanic is be best suited for Planet: Crisis for several reasons:
Sustainability is inherently cross-disciplinary.
No single discipline is equipped to manage a planet sustainably, and collaboration is not
always a priority. As Senge, et. al., suggested, while revealing data on declining
ecosystems and proposed technical fixes are important, neither emphasize the
importance of collaborating, even though collaboration is the foundation on which we
might build deep change.
The collaborative element of Planet: Crisis will be introduced in the same way it is
handled in Pandemic; each player will be assigned a role that provides them with a
unique skill. Some roles allow players to build shelters at a reduced cost, while some
roles allow the players to predict the weather to enable the players to better prepare for
the five different levels of weather events.
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Allowing interaction and cooperation of players would challenge players to consider how
their actions affect others.
In competitive games, it is no trouble at all if your progress means the regress of
another player. In fact, it’s almost expected. In collaborative games, if other players fall
behind, it is a detriment to your success as well. Because everyone wins or everyone
loses, it’s not a zero-sum game.
Because of the collaborative nature of Planet: Crisis, players have the option to offer
Resource Cards to other players in their time of need. For instance, witnessed during
playtesting, a player with a strong hand sacrificed their ability to purchase a Resource
Card during their turn and instead offered some of their high-value Resource Cards to
the community pool. This provided an opportunity for a player with a weak hand to pick
up the high-valued card offered which allowed the second player to continue purchasing
Resource Cards. Although this action handicapped the first player for a single turn, the
consequence of not helping a player (a teammate) would have prevented the second
player from participating for several more turns.
Collaborative games provide a platform to encourage systems thinking.
When players realize that their actions affect others and that their skills equip them to
handle a situation differently than another player, they then have the opportunity to
consider how different actions affect the group, as well as the game, and the strategic
mind begins to leverage this unique relationship to their advantage.
Systems thinking is also a part of Planet: Crisis. For example, sometimes it is
advantageous for individual players to commit actions that make very little sense in the
short-term, but in cooperation with the actions and abilities of other players, will provide
long-term benefits to the team. For instance, observed during playtesting, a player
sacrificed their turn to offer Resource Cards to another player who was able to use the
cards more advantageously than the first player. Through this strategic and
collaborative move, the team was able to accomplish more than if the first player acted
only as an individual.
Collaborative games are relatively new in the marketplace and very few operate on the
deck-building mechanic. For a list of collaborative, deck-building games on the market
today, see Appendix E.
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4.1.2 Instill sustainability framework into game rules
Once the C2C framework became the sustainability focus of Planet: Crisis, the priority
of developing this game was to help the players learn and exercise their understanding
of sustainable resource management. Because resource management is a common
theme in today’s gaming market (Settlers of Catan being the premiere example of this
kind of game), it was not any trouble to develop a resource management mechanic that
placed a focus on sustainable resource management. With the C2C focus, the pivotal
concept for Planet: Crisis is the management of resources (using Resource Cards) that
are separated into biological (green cards) and technical nutrients (blue cards; see
section 2.2 for more detail). By dividing the resources on Planet S into two categories,
players are able to spend their resources however they need, provided they do not
spend biological and technical resources in the same action (which would cause a
Monstrous Hybrid and result in the forfeiture of their cards).
With the key concept of resource management in place, the next step in developing the
game was to develop a functioning set of game mechanisms. The best way to start this
process was to borrow game mechanisms from similar existing games to test the
gaming concept for Planet: Crisis, then adjust the mechanisms until they integrate with
the gaming concept and theme.
4.1.3 Cannibalize existing game mechanics
In early development, the two games that influenced Planet: Crisis the most were
Settlers of Catan and Pandemic. Originally Planet: Crisis was going to be a traditional
board game with a variable startup board: the board would have a circular hole in the
middle, and the players would shuffle a stack of resource wedges and place them in a
circle to complete a doughnut shape. These wedges would represent the resources
available on the foreign planet. The remaining wedges would be placed on the Earth
Space on the board to represent the resources available from Earth. Players would
have to obtain resources from these wedges (but not too aggressively, lest they ruin the
resources space) and sustainably manage these resources to meet the game goal. In a
dire situation, they could “order” resources be sent from Earth, but this would cost both
time and resources, and would not be an effective long-term solution. Once it was
suggested by Scott Cooney, designer of GBO Hawai’i, that the game be a card game
rather than a board game, the planet wedge concept was scrapped and the deckbuilding mechanism was introduced.
Many games operate on the well-known paradigm of financial and resource exchange.
In Monopoly, players exchange money for real estate. In Settlers of Catan, players
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exchange resources for buildings or development cards. It is a model that makes sense
to almost everyone: to get something, you must offer something of similar or better
value.
However, in deck-building games, a player usually keeps every card they obtain, even if
they use the points from that card to purchase another card. This means that if a player
purchases a valuable card, they can reap the benefits of that card many times.
However, if a player collects an invaluable or “bad” card (such as a Waste Card in
Planet: Crisis, usually due to a reckless action), they cannot easily get rid of the card:
the players are forced to live out the consequences of their actions. The deck-building
mechanic allows players to learn that every action has a consequence, whether delayed
or immediate.
Fortunately, the deck-building mechanism already operates on a resource-recycling
concept where cards, once used, are effectively returned to the player’s Individual
Resource Cycle.
With the basic mechanisms created, a set of finalized rules needed to be created before
playtesting.
4.1.4 Generate crude game rules
The basic rules of a deck-building game have players using low-value cards to purchase
high-value cards. This concept remained in Planet: Crisis. What was needed was a
game objective. Because the story narrative has players in the role of space explorers
who are establishing a space colony, the game objective was developed as having the
players build a Level 5 Shelter for their colony on the new planet. The shelter would cost
a certain number of points, and it would be up to the players to figure out a way to
obtain that many points before they create one of the losing scenarios (Resource Deck
run out, Pollution Counter reaching Level 5, or a total of 5 Waste Cards in players’
collective hands).
It was at this point that the collaborative element of the game began to develop. If the
game could include a way for players to trade cards, grooming their decks to be more
appropriate for the each individual player’s skill or style, then perhaps the game could
be truly collaborative.
With that in mind, the idea of purchasing upgrades to abilities was introduced. In
essence, if players desired to trade cards with each other, or if they wanted to be able to
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draw more cards, they could use their Resource Cards on a building that would allow
them the enhanced ability. This would allow players multiple venues through which they
could complete the game objective.
4.1.5 Playtesting alone and with others
The first five rounds of playtesting took place with the author alone from March 12, 2015
to June 12, 2015. After several rounds of playing the game, it was determined that the
game was simply too complicated for introductory players. One of the many elements
that were removed from the game at that time was the Toxin Card, because it was
redundant with the Waste Card.
If a player creates waste in the game, a Waste Card would be inserted into their hand
(note: this was an early rule that doesn’t exist any longer.). As soon as the Waste Card
became a part of their hand, the card had to stay in their hand until they properly
disposed of it. Until then, the Waste Card reduced the number of cards a player could
draw, and if there were a total of five Waste Cards in players’ hands at any time, the
game is over.
It was also noted that the gameplay was generally dull. While there was some thrill in
planning how to best use available Resource Cards, there was no urgency. This was
likely because the game had no real struggle for the players to overcome. It was at this
point that Weather Events were introduced into the game.
Weather events, distinguished into five levels of intensity, are randomly shuffled into the
Resource Card deck. A Level 1 Weather Event results in a mild consequence, whereas
a Level 5 Weather Event results in a disastrous consequence. The only way to prevent
the effect of a specific Weather Event is to have built a shelter in advance that matches
the Weather Event’s Level. For example, a Level 1 Shelter would protect against a Level
1 Weather Event but not a Level 2 Weather Event, and so on.
The Level 5 Weather Event introduced a sense of peril and urgency to the game, and it
helped to integrate the Waste Cards into the game in a way that didn’t feel forced.
Originally, when players elected to spend Resource Cards in a way that would create
waste, they would insert the Waste Cards directly into their hand. This was certainly
effective in deterring wasteful behavior, but did not allow players the chance to learn
about the sometimes-delayed consequences of creating Waste and therefore
encourage them to begin thinking ahead.
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Once the five different Levels of Weather Events were introduced to the game, the
waste problem was solved. Now if players create Waste Cards, the Waste Cards are
placed in a box that is known as the Dump. This action represents throwing something
“away.” The waste is harmless while it remains in the Dump. However, should the
players encounter a Level 5 Weather Event, the entire contents of the Dump will be
shuffled into the Resource Card deck, introducing Waste into the game, raising the
Pollution Counter one Level, and giving the players another challenge to overcome
while they struggle to erect a shelter.
This new set up inspires forward thinking. Placing the Waste Cards in the Dump gives
the players the false sense of security that the waste they create may never impact
them (which is a possibility of the game). Players learn to think ahead and consider the
negative consequences of their actions.
Playtesting the latest version of the game with other players took place from June 17 to
July 5. These five playtesting sessions proved encouraging, as players were intrigued
by the concept. The deck-building mechanic of the game took the longest to verbally
explain, but once the players managed to play a few rounds and figured out how the
game worked, they began to understand the advantage of thinking and playing together.
Comprehensive, written rules will be developed to explain the deck-building mechanic
and eliminate the need to verbally explain the rules.
4.1.6 Stages of refinement
After each round of playtesting, the game went through a cycle of refinement. The
unnecessary components were scratched or revised, and if needed, additional
components were introduced that would better support the C2C framework or the
playability of the game.
These refinement cycles resulted in the omission of Toxin Cards, as well as many
Resource Cards that were irrelevant to the C2C framework. Added were the concepts of
the upgradable abilities, the five Levels of Weather Events, the Dump, and the Pollution
Counter. For the comprehensive notes on the development process, see Appendix G.

4.2

Account of playtesting

4.2.1 What went right
The solo playtesting trials resulted in many useful discoveries and game developments.
The group playtesting trials resulted in invaluable and candid insight from players that
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had only just encountered both the C2C framework as well as the Planet: Crisis game.
In total, 16 people playtested Planet: Crisis over a period of 3 months and 10 trials.
In late-phase playtesting sessions, the players were surveyed on their knowledge of
C2C before they played the game. Then, after playing Planet: Crisis, they were
surveyed on their thoughts and opinions of the game. Then they were presented with a
brief lesson on C2C, tying critical principles of the C2C framework back to the structure
of the game. Finally, they were surveyed again for their understanding of the C2C
framework. The surveys used, as well as the script for the C2C lesson and the collective
respondent feedback, can be found in Appendix F.
Of those surveyed, none had a prior knowledge or understanding of the C2C framework
yet most of players readily understood the Monstrous Hybrid rule that prohibited them
from playing blue cards and green cards together (it’s notable that younger players
tended to forget this rule). At the end of the playtesting session and after the brief C2C
lesson, most players showed at least a moderate understanding of the C2C framework
and how it was helpful to guide sustainable decision making, especially related to
resource consumption.
4.2.2 What could have gone better
Not all of the playtesting sessions allowed enough time for the group to adequately learn
how to play the game and complete the entire game. In a 5-player game, it is unknown if
the main Resource Card deck will run out before any of the players can save up enough
cards to build the Level 5 Shelter, though based on a successful 3-player playtesting
session, it is assumed that there are enough cards in the deck for a 5-player game.
The 3-player playtesting session was able to complete the game. However, because the
threat of Waste Cards has no influence on the winning conditions of the game (that is,
players may win by building a Level 5 Shelter regardless of how much Waste is in the
Dump), once the team was close to victory, they willingly created a considerable amount
of waste to upgrade the shelter to the final level. This is a critical oversight that only
became apparent during playtesting and will be fixed in the next version of the game.
4.2.3 Opportunities for innovation and progress
In multiple playtesting sessions, respondents indicated that Waste Cards didn’t seem
nearly threatening enough. Further revisions of the game will emphasize the danger of
Waste Cards, limit the methods through which players can dispose of Waste Cards, and
ensure that players do not wantonly introduce Waste at the end of the game for the
sake of winning more quickly.
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While some respondents enjoyed the mechanic of placing Resource Cards underneath
upgraded buildings to indicate that the cards have been “used up,” they suggested that
the buildings be tiny stand-ups that could be more easily distinguished from the rest of
the cards on the board. This might also provide the players with more satisfaction in
upgrading buildings.
Moving the game to an online or mobile platform would allow for a much broader
influence and more immediate updates to game rules and features.
As much of the research on SEGs suggest, the presence of a teacher is vital, as is
valuable time for reflection and guided discussion. It would be prudent, to create a
teaching guide or a set of worksheets for sustainable educators to accompany the game
should they decide to use Planet: Crisis in their classroom.
Finally, while the deck-building mechanic provides an excellent example of the impact of
wise resource management on Individual Resource Cycles, the mechanic along with all
the other game components, is perhaps too complicated for the targeted younger player
(age 8-13). Planet: Crisis could be simplified to better reach this audience, or the game
could instead be targeted at older players.

5 Assessing the Game
5.1 Is it educational?
Viewing the game through Annetta’s six principles, an assessment was made for the
effectiveness of the game’s design as a SEG:
•

Identity: Each player is given one of eight roles. Each of these roles has a distinct
ability that proves useful in the game. As such, players are given distinct
identities and personal responsibilities in the game structure.

•

Immersion: The game narrative surrounding the challenges and objectives, as
well as the rich game art (to be developed) will help the players suspend their
disbelief and immerse themselves in the fantasy world of a space exploration
team set on surviving on Planet S.

•

Interactivity: In addition to the interactivity that naturally results from playing a
collaborative deck-building game, players are encouraged to discuss, plan, and
strategize with each other to leverage each of their abilities in the best way
possible.
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•

Increased Complexity: As players upgrade buildings, they lose not only valuable
Resource Cards that cannot be reclaimed, but they also limit their options for
further building development (i.e., being able to build a Level-5 Shelter). Because
of this, building upgrades are designed to not only benefit players and provide
them with new or enhanced abilities, but they are also designed to remove
Resource Cards from play, requiring that players think strategically and more
carefully about their next steps and Resource Card usage. The more buildings
they erect, the more abilities they have, but the more cards they lose, and the
more difficult the game gets.

•

Informed Teaching: This component of successful SEG is perhaps the most
difficult to implement into a non-digital game, as the informed teaching
component is almost exclusively a digitally managed asset. That is not to say that
a system for assessing learned skills and knowledge could not be developed for
this card game, but it would not be nearly as streamlined as the raw datagathering capabilities of an educational computer game.

•

Instructional: Annetta states that SEGs are at their best when the learning is
“stealthy.” As long as this game avoids any overtly educational terminology or
poorly structured gaming elements, the players should be learning how to think
more sustainably without realizing they are learning.

Planet: Crisis met the additional key elements of an SEG in the following ways:
•

Intrinsically motivate players to exercise new skills and understanding: players
must exercise their understanding of the nutrient cycle to retain and reuse vital
resources needed for development of a colony on Planet S.

•

Balance realism and fantasy: Planet: Crisis takes the principles of a real world
sustainability framework (C2C) and introduced a space exploration theme to
bring a balance between realism and fantasy.

•

Leave time for the players to discuss and process what they’ve learned: Planet:
Crisis encourages sustainability educators to teach and guide players as they
discover the C2C framework in the game. Instructors are encouraged to discuss
with the students the sustainability principles instilled in the game once the play
session is over.

5.2 Is it sustainability-focused?
For Planet: Crisis to be sustainability-focused, it needed to have rules based on the C2C
framework. Additionally, it needed to:
• Challenge the players’ understanding of sustainability,
• Pique their interest on the topic, and
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•

Help them feel more positively and optimistically about their involvement with
sustainability.

Planet: Crisis meets these requirements by integrating the nutrient metabolisms concept
from the C2C framework into the deck-building mechanic of the game. Resources are
divided into the two discrete categories, and players must learn how to use these
Resources using the C2C framework (See Section 2.3 for more connections to
sustainability).
Additionally, the game:
• Challenges the players’ understanding of sustainability by allowing players to
create Waste at their discretion, the forcing them to deal with the consequences
of their waste. It also uses familiar terms like “recycling” to illustrate that recycling
can be a helpful tactic to reuse resources, but not as a long-term solution.
• Piques their interest on the topic by helping them see a bigger picture of resource
and waste management and, with the guidance of a sustainability educator,
helping the players better understand the C2C framework by revealing to the
players how they, through the process of playing, learned better resource
management, forward and systems thinking, and cross-disciplinary collaboration
techniques.
• Helps them feel more positively and optimistically about their involvement with
sustainability by, with the guidance of a sustainability educator, revealing to the
players that the game is based on sustainability. This can help show them that
their involvement in sustainability (wise resource/product selection, waste
management, collaboration) is more accessible than they might have first
realized.
5.3 Is it a full-fledged game that is fun to play?
Planet: Crisis can be considered a full-fledged game as it meets Juul’s requirements for
a game in the following ways:
• Fixed rules: Build an adequate shelter that can withstand a specific weather
event to win the game. Use low-level cards to obtain higher-level cards. Do not
use blue and green cards on the same action otherwise the player will lose those
cards. If a storm hits and players have not built adequate shelter, you pay the
consequence of that particular Weather Event card.
•

Variable, quantifiable outcome: Use resources wisely: the game will take longer
to play but players will be more likely to win. Use resources recklessly, and the
game will be over quicker, for better or for worse.
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•

Value assigned to possible outcomes: Build a Level 5 shelter and everyone wins.
Run out the main Resource Card Deck, and everyone loses. Raise the Pollution
Counter to Level 5, and everyone loses. Have 5 Waste cards in the collective
players’ hands, and everyone loses.

•

Player effort: If players work together and use their Resource Cards wisely, they
can win the game. If an individual does not contribute, the team suffers.

•

Player attached to outcome: Players take on individual roles in a collaborative
game so they have a stake in the survival of the mission

•

Negotiable consequences: Players decide together how to handle the
consequences of the game.

Additionally, Planet: Crisis met the aesthetics put forth by Hunicke, et al., to be a “fun”
game. Planet: Crisis offers the players:
•
•
•
•

Challenge: Players must use limited resources to survive on Planet S.
Fellowship: Players must work together to achieve victory.
Fantasy: Game narrative takes place on another planet.
Discovery: Resource Card deck is always randomly shuffled, and players do not
know what cards will be available to them next.

5.4 Meeting game criteria
Based on feedback from the 3 playtesting sessions, Planet: Crisis was assessed
against the three criteria established at the beginning of the paper.
Educational: How did the game help educate?
•

For the players, sustainability is not the goal of this game. Acting and thinking
sustainably is simply the best method to achieve the goal, which is building
adequate shelter for the exploration team on Planet S. This means that players
don’t need to have a preexisting interest in sustainability before they play the
game, but can learn how to play sustainably as they proceed. In fact, while
players had some suspicions that the game was educational, the players saw the
sustainability principle as just another rule to the game. In Planet: Crisis, learning
about sustainability is stealthy, as Annetta suggests.

•

None of the players in the group playtesting sessions had a preexisting
knowledge of the C2C framework. They all learned C2C principles for the sake of
the game, and all showed at least a moderate understanding of C2C principles
after the game was over.

•

In the group playtesting sessions, players initially held their cards up to their
faces, keeping their resources secret from the other players. Once they realized
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that it was in everyone’s best interest if all the cards were visible to all players,
they immediately revealed their cards and began discussing how to best use the
cards available to them.
Sustainability-focused: How did the game incentivize sustainable thinking to win the
game?
•

Within the first few minutes of a group playtesting session, one player
questioned whether it was bad to put Waste Cards into the Dump. The other
players laughed at how absurd the question sounded, but that question is
exactly the kind of thinking Planet: Crisis was meant to inspire.

•

Other players, after ending the game, thought twice about throwing away a
paper plate, because he was now more aware of where his waste would go.

•

Players avoided mixing technological and biological resources to avoid
creating waste.

•

Players leveraged the ability to collaborate and share Resource Cards to a
greater benefit for the group than had they chosen to play individually.

Fun to play: How was the game “fun?”
•

The players from the group playtesting sessions were pleased with the game,
and some expressed that they would like to play again.

•

One participant (a nine year-old) lost interest in the game while all other
participants were fully engaged for the extent of the playtesting session. It is likely
that the game was too complicated for a player this young.

To see respondents’ reactions to the game, see Appendix F.
5.5 Conclusion
This paper presents the background research, development, and playtesting results of
Planet: Crisis, a sustainability-focused, SEG that was designed to raise sustainability
awareness through a collaborative, deck-building card game.
While there are some existing sustainability-focused SEGs available on the market
today, very few have broken into the mainstream market. This provided an opportunity
to create a new SEG that was not only sustainability-focused and educational, but also
fun to play.
SEGs offer a viable solution for introducing complex topics in a way that connects new
knowledge to familiar paradigms, and intrinsically motivated gaming helps to teach new
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skills without feeling forced. As long as SEGs are adequately monitored by instructors
and discussed with players, they can help to teach new concepts.
By following three criteria for game development as well as adopting elements of
gaming from other sources we were able to develop an effective collaborative, deckbuilding SEG that gives players identity, is immersive and instructional, and provides a
level of interactivity as well as increased complexity and informed learning.
Through study of existing games as well as playtesting early and often, Planet: Crisis
evolved into a space exploration-themed deck-building game with a C2C backbone that
helps players understand the significance of thinking sustainably. With proper
preparation and the development of an educators’ package, Planet: Crisis could help
students all over gain a better understanding of sustainability.
By incorporating feedback from playtesting sessions and making revisions to Planet:
Crisis will become a teaching tool that will help to introduce the C2C sustainability
framework into classrooms without proposing overhauls to the curriculum.

5.6 Proposed next steps
Feedback from playtesting sessions revealed potentially complicated and confusing
aspects of the game. In playtesting the game through to the end of the game revealed a
critical flaw in how seriously players thought about the Waste Cards. Further revisions of
the game will place a greater emphasis on not just doing less bad, but doing more good
(McDonough and Braungart). That is, not just figuring out methods to creating fewer
Waste Cards, but to do more with the Resource Cards available to them.
Additionally, further revisions of the game will place a greater emphasis on the Pollution
Counter as a serious negative element of the game as well as a critical element of the
winning conditions of the game. That is, players cannot win the game unless they have
built a Level 5 Shelter as well as left the planet clean. This will help players more closely
associate their behavior with the negative consequences their behavior might invite.
For the game to go to in to production and to the marketplace, it will need final
refinement, professional artwork, and a proper instruction manual. Additionally, while
independently manufacturing and distributing a game is a possibility, Planet: Crisis
might perform better if it is published and distributed professionally.
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7 Appendices
7.1 Appendix A: Glossary
Collaborative deck-building game: a card game where players work together to achieve
the same goal, but individually cultivate a deck of cards which allows them to acquire
more cards and complete in-game actions (see deck-building game).
Cradle-to-Cradle (C2C): a sustainability framework that teaches that the end of a
product’s lifecycle can be the beginning of another product’s lifecycle. C2C divides
manufacturing resources into two distinct metabolisms (cycles): the biological
metabolism and technical metabolism. Biological nutrients return to earth systems at the
end of product life, while technical nutrients return into a technical system for re-use.
Nutrients (resources) within these two metabolisms can be processed and reprocessed
within their respective metabolisms indefinitely, provided they are not crosscontaminated. If biological nutrients and technical nutrients are combined in a way that
they cannot easily be separated, they create what is called a Monstrous Hybrid, and the
nutrients cannot easily be returned to either metabolism (McDonough and Braungart).
Cradle-to-Grave (C2G): a model of creating products out of raw materials and disposing
of them when the product has outlived its usefulness. The “cradle” is the beginning of
the product life cycle and the “grave” is the end of the product life cycle. The grave could
be in a landfill or an incinerator. Most products available on the market operate on the
C2G model (McDonough and Braungart).
Deck-building game: a card game where players start with the same, low-powered
cards and use these cards to obtain cards of higher power. After each round, players
keep the cards they used as well as the cards they obtained. This is how they build their
deck.
Downcycling: recycling products or materials in a way that results in a material of lesser
quality that the original stock. A milk jug might be recycled into a bench that might be
recycled into a speedbump. Most recycling processes are downcycling. Downcycling is
re-use, however the downcycled products can be of lower value than the original use
(McDonough and Braungart).
Educational game: a game with the intention of education. Educational games may or
may not be full-fledged games. Educational games are often “gamified” (see
gamification) attempts at delivering educational content.
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Flow state: a state of activity, such as game play, where nothing else matters and
attention is fixed solely on the task at hand (Kirriemuir and McFarlane).
Game mechanics: an industry specific term with no official definition. Most typically,
game mechanics refer to the rules-based system in a game that allows a player to
interact with the gaming environment. Game mechanics include how the rules of the
game are executed (see game rules), how the players interact with each other, and how
the players progress through the game challenge. For instance, rolling dice to determine
how many spaces forward a player may move is a game mechanic.
Game rules: a set of boundaries within a gaming scenario that define the players’
objectives, abilities, and limitations and determine possible game outcomes (Juul).
Gamification/Gamified: is the application of gaming principles and reward mechanics to
teaching or tasks in an effort to encourage motivation and engagement in otherwise
passive or disinterested members. It is not the process of creating a full-fledged game
out of a given topic. Usually concepts that have been gamified are not likely full-fledged
games (Deterding, et al., McClarty, et al.).
Monstrous Hybrid: a term from the C2C framework. It is the result of combining
Technical and Biological Nutrients so that they cannot be easily separated (McDonough
and Braungart).
Nutrients: materials within the two C2C metabolisms: biological or technical
(McDonough and Braungart).
Playtesting: the term used to describe the process of playing a game early on in the
development stages to identify faulty game mechanics and refine game play.
Pure games: games designed with no intention other than enjoyment. Not simply an
altered, virtual world, pure games offer players a quantifiable outcome (McClarty, et al.),
rather, a set of circumstances that define “winning” (Juul).
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle (3Rs): are commonly cited as a method for better waste
management.
Resource Cycle: the cycle through which resources are used and reused.
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Serious Educational Gaming or Serious Educational Games (SEG): a full-fledged game
(see serious game) that targets K–20 content knowledge (Annetta). SEGs have
intentional learning outcomes other than enjoyment (see pure games).
Serious game: a full-fledged game used for non-entertainment purposes (Deterding, et
al.). Serious games may be used to help develop skills or knowledge.
Sustainability: the context of this project and the Planet: Crisis game, the term
sustainability refers to environmental sustainability where natural resources are
managed wisely to meet today’s needs as well as to meet the needs of future
generations.
Sustainability-focused game: a game designed around the principles of a sustainability
framework.
Sustainability illiterate: people who are unfamiliar with the term sustainability including
sustainability issues, concepts, principles, and solution frameworks. It may also refer to
those with no interest or knowledge of sustainability, as anyone can learn more about
sustainability.
Tabletop games: games that are typically organized and played on a tabletop surface.
They include board games but also include other styles of games such as card games,
dice games, miniatures, and role playing games, among others.
Upcycle: Reprocessing nutrients into a product of higher quality than the original stock.
For instance, old food-grade plastic like milk jugs and yogurt cups can be mulched and
melted into 3D printer filament, which can be used to print a wide variety of plastic
products.

7.2

Appendix B: Further research on existing games

7.2.1 Appendix B.1: Links to websites on existing sustainability games
• CO2::https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/72225/co
• Ecotopia: https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/ecotopia/ecotopia-a-sustainablecity-building-board-game
• GBO Hawaii: http://gbohawaii.com/
• Game Changer Game: http://ecoinnovators.blogspot.com/
• Global: http://www.sustainablebrands.com/news_and_views/articles/new-boardgame-puts-environmental-twist-monopoly-style-investing
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Save the Planet Board Game:
http://www.appropedia.org/Save_the_planet_board_game
Sustainability Board Game:
http://www.davidrisstrom.org/SustainabilityGame/Sustainability.html
Sustainability Card Game: http://www.designplaycards.com/

7.2.2 Appendix B.1: The success of CO2
Why would CO2 be the only sustainability-focused game to receive acclaim in the
mainstream gaming community? Several factors likely contribute to this.
1) CO2 is not an “educational game.” Players are not required to memorize or recall
facts to progress through the game. Instead, they must coordinate their efforts
with other players to overcome a common obstacle.
2) CO2 is not independently distributed. A mainstream game publisher handles the
distribution, allowing for a much wider reach for the game.
3) CO2 has professional artwork. Many sustainability-focused games don’t have the
budget for professional-level artwork, especially because most sustainabilityfocused game designers do not trust mainstream game publishers to
manufacture their games with minimal impact, so they often decide create the
artwork themselves. Because CO2 is distributed through a mainstream game
publisher, the publisher had the budget to hire professional artists to create the
visual theme of the game.
4) CO2 is multi-faceted. Many sustainability-focused games have the primary goal
of communicating a sustainability message and this becomes the main effort of
the game designer. Often games are left with only the most basic of gaming
mechanics. Though some players suggest that CO2 is too complicated with too
many moving parts, CO2 integrates multiple gaming elements into the
experience resulting in dynamic gameplay.
7.2.3 Appendix B.2: Contacting the game designer for GBO Hawai’i
One of the two sustainability-focused games that has broken into the mainstream
market is called GBO Hawai’i. This is a Monopoly emulation game where players invest
in sustainable companies rather than real estate. Players adopt the role of a green
business owner that must navigate the island of Hawaii to grow their company. The
game designer shared the following points on developing a sustainability-focused
educational game:
• Take the time to deliver a product that has been tested thoroughly with a wide
range of players.
• Don’t overcomplicate the game. The best games are “easy to learn, difficult to
master."
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7.3

Start small. Card games might be a better platform— at least to start.
Games take up space, and many game boxes are mostly air, which is not an
efficient use of space or materials.
Make sure the game can be produced according to specs. Zero-waste games are
not easy to manufacture.
Set ego aside during the design process so it will not interfere with
communicating the message.
Consider creating an e-game first.

Appendix C: Additional game details

7.3.1 Appendix C.1: Game cards
The following is a comprehensive list of every card in the latest version of the game as
of the writing of this thesis. Not all of these cards has been given names, but each has
been used in playtesting.
Category

Type

Name

Power

Cost

Starter Bio

Basic Bio

1

2

Starter
Tech

Basic Tech

1

2

Starter
Action

Basic Draw 2

Draw
2

3

Bio

Wood

2

3

Starter
Cards

Wood Deck

Effect
(Starter Card: Each player
starts with 5 Basic Bio cards)
(Starter Card: Each player
starts with 4 Basic Tech
cards)
(Starter Card: Each player
starts with one) Draw 2 cards
from your draw deck. If you
draw one Tech and one Bio
card, add 1 Waste card to
dump.
None (Wood is available on
any turn. Place wood pile next
to main deck).

Count
25
20

10

16

Waste
Deck

Waste

Waste

0

0

Once in hand, player cannot
discard waste card without
assistance from waste
management. Waste card
detracts from total number of
cards allowed in hand.

Category

Type

Name

Power

Cost

Effect

Count

Main Deck

Bio

Reclaim

1

5

Sort through your discard deck
and return any one Bio card to
your hand.

3

28
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Kindling

1

2

2

4

2

5

2

3

3

5

3

4

Reduce

3

4

Name

Power

Cost

Reuse

1

5

Recycle

1

3

1

2

2

3

2

4

2

5

Tarp

2

3

Design for
Disassembly

3

7

Repair

3

7

Upcycle

3

6

Solar Power

Category

Main Deck

Type

Tech

Dump this card to double the
power and effects of another
(non-Kindling) card. If you use
this card with a Tech card, add
1 Waste to dump.
Bio cards cost two less this turn
Gain any Bio cards in lineup.
Add 1 Waste card to dump for
each card you take.
Draw 1 card. Put 1 Waste card
in dump if card is Tech.
Once spent, place this card on
bottom of your draw deck.

9

2
2

3
3
5

Building upgrades cost 1 less
this turn.

4

Effect
Count
Sort through your discard deck
3
and return any one Tech card to
your hand.
Pay 2 Tech points to sort
through your discard deck.
3
Return any one Tech card to
your hand.
You may place any card you
3
buy this turn on top of your draw
deck.
Draw 1 card. Put 1 Waste card
3
in dump if card is Bio.
Tech cards cost two less this
2
turn.
Gain any Tech cards in lineup.
2
Add 1 Waste card to dump for
each card you take.
Discard this card to avoid
Weather Event one level higher
4
than current shelter
Spend this card with Bio points
3
with no consequence
Take any non-Waste card from
the dump. Return 1 Waste card
3
from dump to Waste Deck
If your Research Facility is at
least Level 3, double the power

3
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of this card.

Category

3

5

Power
Draw
2

Cost

Bio/Tech

3

3

Bio/Tech

7

5

-‐	
  

-‐	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

Weather	
  Event	
  
Level	
  3	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

Weather	
  Event	
  
Level	
  3	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

Weather	
  Event	
  
Level	
  4	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

Weather	
  Event	
  
Level	
  5	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

Type

Name

Action

Draw 2

6

Main Deck

Weather	
  Event	
  
Level	
  1	
  
Weather	
  Event	
  
Level	
  2	
  

Main	
  Deck	
  

Type

Building

Building

Weather	
  
Event	
  

Name

Effect
Draw 2 cards from your draw
deck.
This card may be used as Bio
OR Tech. If used, all players
discard top card from their
draw deck. If that card's cost
is more than 5, that player
gains a Waste card.
This card may be used as Bio
OR Tech. If used, player must
dump any card in hand or
discard deck and put 2 Waste
cards in dump.
Each	
  player	
  discards	
  2	
  random	
  
cards	
  from	
  active	
  hand	
  
Clear	
  all	
  cards	
  from	
  lineup.	
  
Remove	
  from	
  play.	
  
Each	
  player	
  flips	
  top	
  card	
  from	
  
draw	
  deck.	
  If	
  Bio	
  card,	
  that	
  
player	
  gains	
  a	
  waste.	
  
Each	
  player	
  flips	
  top	
  card	
  from	
  
draw	
  deck.	
  If	
  Tech	
  card,	
  that	
  
player	
  gains	
  a	
  waste.	
  
If	
  dump	
  has	
  more	
  than	
  5	
  Waste,	
  
add	
  1	
  Waste	
  for	
  each	
  player	
  and	
  
move	
  pollution	
  counter	
  up	
  one.	
  
Mix	
  dump	
  into	
  main	
  deck	
  and	
  
move	
  pollution	
  counter	
  up	
  one.	
  

Count

2

5

2	
  
2	
  
1	
  

1	
  

2	
  
3	
  

Level

Cost

Effect

1

5

Protect against a Level 1 Weather Event

2

8

Protect against a Level 2 Weather Event
Protect against a Level 3 Weather Event.
You may now manage an additional
building.
Protect against a Level 4 Weather Event.
You may now manage an additional
building.

3

15

4

23

5

33

Once built, you have won the game!

1
2
3
4

4
8
12
16

You may have 5 cards in the lineup
You may have 6 cards in the lineup
You may have 7 cards in the lineup
You may have 8 cards in the lineup

Shelter

Research Facility

3
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Building

Type

Building

Building

Building

4

2

7

3

10

4

13

Level

Cost

Effect

1

5

Hold 1 card in Reserve. Any player may
use any cards in Reserve on their turn.

2

8

Hold 2 card in Reserve. Any player may
use any cards in Reserve on their turn.

3

13

Hold 3 card in Reserve. Any player may
use any cards in Reserve on their turn.

4

20

Hold 4 card in Reserve. Any player may
use any cards in Reserve on their turn.

1

5

Each player may draw up to 6 cards per
turn

2

9

Each player may draw up to 7 cards per
turn

3

12

Each player may draw up to 8 cards per
turn

1

5

2

8

3

13

Design Center

Name

Pay 3 additional points to play Bio and
Tech cards together with no consequence
Pay 2 to play Bio and Tech cards
together with no consequence
Pay 1 to play Bio and Tech cards
together with no consequence
Play Bio and Tech cards together with no
consequence

1

Reserve

Power Generator

Waste Management

Pay 3 points to discard 1 Waste card
Pay 2 to dump 1 Waste card
Pay 1 to return Waste to Waste Deck

7.3.2 Appendix C.2: Roles
The roles, as well as the role’s abilities, are as follows:
• Mission Captain: The mission captain may manage an additional building. The
mission captain also goes first.
• Climate Scientist: The team may play with the weather deck FACE UP so that
they can anticipate the threat level of the impending storm
• Engineer: First time per turn you are told to draw a card, draw an additional card.
• Manufacturing Specialist: Once the Design Center is built, you may pay 1 less to
play blue and green cards together without consequence
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Foreman: Building upgrades cost 2 less
Waste Management: Discard 1 non-waste card to discard 1 waste card
Resource Manager: Start game with Level 1 Reserve
Researcher: Start game with Level 1 Research Facility

Assigning Roles
Every mission will have a Mission Captain, so that role is removed from the role deck.
The remaining roles are shuffled, and then role cards equal to the number of players
minus one are pulled out of the deck (e.g. in a game of five, select four role cards). The
Mission Captain Role Card is returned to the selected cards, the selected cards are
shuffled again, and the roles are administered randomly to the players.
7.3.3 Appendix C.3: Weather events
The Weather Events, and their accompanying consequences, are as follows:
• Level 1: Each player discards 2 cards (at random) from their hand.
• Level 2: Clear all cards from Lineup. Remove them from play. Replace lineup
from Resource Deck
• Level 3: Each player flips the top card of their draw deck. If it is a Tech card
(alternately, Bio card), that player receives a Waste Card to their Discard Deck.
• Level 4: If Dump has more than 5 Waste Cards, add 1 more Waste Card for each
player. Move Pollution Level up one.
• Level 5: Mix Dump into Resource Deck. Move Pollution Level up one.
7.3.4 Appendix C.4: Buildings
There are six buildings the team can erect: only the shelter is mandatory to win the
game. Each building provides the players with a different advantage, and each level of
shelter provides a higher degree of advantage. The available buildings, and their
advantages, are as follows:
• Shelter, 5 Levels: A Shelter is the team’s only protection against the Weather
Events. A Level 1 Shelter will protect against a Level 1 storm, etc.
• Research Facility, 4 Levels: Each Level of the Research Facility adds one more
card to the available Lineup.
• Reserve, 4 Levels: Each Level of the Reserve adds one available slot to the
Reserve, where players may place cards from their hand. Cards in the reserve
are available for any player to take, use, or trade on their turn.
• Design Center, 4 Levels: The Design Center allows players to play Biological and
Technical Cards together. The first level of the Design Center allows players to
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pay 3 additional points to play Biological and Technical Cards together without
consequence. Each Level after that requires one less additional point to play the
cards together until Level 4 is reached, when players may use Biological and
Technical Cards together at no cost, with no consequence.
Power Generator, 3 Levels: Each Level of the Power Generator allows all players
to draw an additional card on each of their turns. Building a Level 1 Power
Generator allows each player to draw six cards per turn, Level 2 allows seven
cards per turn, and Level 3 allows eight cards per turn.
Waste Management, 3 Levels: Waste cards cannot be discarded from the
player’s hand unless a Waste Management Building is erected. Level 1 Waste
Management allows players to pay 3 points to discard 1 Waste Card. Level 2
allows players to pay 2 points to put a Waste Card in the dump. Level 3 Waste
Management allows players to pay 1 to return a Waste Card from their hand to
the Waste Deck.

The team may only erect one Building per player, except for the mission captain, for
whom the team may erect an additional Building (every game will have a mission
captain, so the starting number of buildings will always be the number of players plus
one). However, once a Level 3 and Level 4 Shelter has been erected, players may erect
one additional building per Level. A team of five players will be able to erect each
building from the start of the game. A team of 1 will only be able to erect two buildings at
the start of the game and four buildings the entire game.
7.4

Appendix D: Additional styles of games

7.4.1 Appendix D.1: Tabletop versus mobile
It was suggested that Planet: Crisis be developed for online or mobile playing first. This
would not only reduce the physical footprint of the game manufacturing process, but
would also allow for wider dispersion, quicker updates, more flexibility for upgrades and
expansions. Additionally, creating the game on an online version would allow for
working out bugs in the game sooner in the process. However, because of the value of
personal interaction as well as classroom integration and teaching aid assistance,
ultimately the physical tabletop game offered a more promising solution. This does not
mean that an online or mobile version of the game is out of the question. It simply
means that the first iteration of the game will undoubtedly be physically manufactured
and distributed.
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7.4.2 Appendix D.2: Board game versus card game
According to Internal Correspondence, a magazine dedicated to market of geek and
gaming culture, board games sold $75 million in 2013, whereas dice and card games
together sold only $35 million in the same year. At first, Planet: Crisis was planned as a
board game with a variable board setup (that is, the board is modular and looks different
at the start of every game). However, at the suggestion of Scott Cooney, Planet: Crisis
adopted a card-based gameplay, as a card game would be easier to design and
manufacture.
Though Planet: Crisis had started as a board game, the theme and basic objective of
the game could easily be translated to a card game, and in fact, moving from a board
game to a card game not only enhanced the sustainability concepts of the game, it
enabled opportunities for other mechanics and components that encouraged
sustainable behavior.
However, after several rounds of playtesting, a board was reintroduced to the game to
give the game a sense of space and assist the players in locating the many card decks
needed to play the game. The game is still, on the whole, card-based; it simply takes
place on a board.
In deciding what kind of card game, the style that seemed most relevant to environment
and resource management was a deck-building game.
7.5 Appendix E: Existing collaborative deck-building games
Because collaborative games are a small subset of tabletop games, and deck-building
games are a small subset of tabletop games, collaborative deck-building games are an
even smaller subset. Researching the existing market, there appeared to be only a
handful of truly collaborative deck-building games. The existing collaborative deckbuilding games available include the following:
• Marvel’s Legendary,
• DC Comics Deck-Building Game,
• Sentinels of the Multiverse, and
• Shadowrun Crossfire.
Each of these games pits players against a common foe and allows for players to
exercise diverse skills and talents. Some of the games are expansive and immersive
while others are simpler, but each game allows players to “purchase” cards to upgrade
their powers and abilities so that they might overcome common foes of escalating
difficulty. This is an element that would be vital to a sustainability educational game.
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None of these games, however, had an environmental theme. Planet: Crisis could be
the solution to this market gap.

7.6

Appendix F: Pre- and post-playtesting session survey with responses

7.6.1 Appendix F.1: Before the testing
1) 1What do you think the term “Cradle-to-Cradle” means?
a. C: Don’t know
b. D: [skipped]
c. H: I think it means like a kind of game, not dying.
d. I: Father to son or equal
e. J: Babies… all of the babies
f. M: Babies to babies, like in a hospital
g. P: Don’t know
2) What do you do with something when it’s outlived its usefulness?
a. C: We keep it
b. D: Sell at garage sale, on Amazon, or keep for a keepsake, or give away.
c. H: Get rid of it at a garage sale
d. I: Amazon, garage sales
e. J: See if I can use it for something else, give it to someone, sell it, ore
recycle if possible
f. M: Throw away, trade it in, give it away
g. P: Give it away to a garage sale. Recycle it, or throw it away.
3) Where does our garbage go?
a. C: Don’t know
b. D: Landfill
c. H: In the trash can
d. I: Landfill?
e. J: To the dump… and it’s gross (stinky)
f. M: To a transfer station then is buried in the earth and covered with dirt
(this respondent worked some years at a landfill)
g. P: Off to the landfill
7.6.2 Appendix F.2: After testing
1) How would you say you played?
a. C: Pretty well
b. D: Good, got really good cards towards the end
c. H: [Fine] and good
d. I: Fair, regular, average
e. J: Boring… I couldn’t perform several moves
f. M: Mediocre, felt like a weak link b/c I was a little confused on some of the
concepts
g. P: pretty well
2) How did you determine what cards to play?
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3)

4)

5)

6)

a. C: you just used what you could—it’s different than DC because it’s easier
to use all your stuff
b. D: Tried to keep/get the most points to build a shelter
c. H: They say what you can do on them
d. I: My mind
e. J: Which cards will benefit the team the most
f. M: I based them on how it would affect my group
g. P: played everything. Once you get used to how the cards work, you can
be a little more strategic
Did you ever make a move knowing it would create waste?
a. C: Yes
b. D: Yes
c. H: Yes
d. I: Yes, many times
e. J: Yes… but it was for a good cause!
f. M: Yes
g. P: Yes
If so, how did you decide when to make a move that created waste?
a. C: when there was not a lot of waste in the dump, and creating waste
would have made a significant difference, like winning the game
b. D: If it gave me more points in my hand
c. H: I knew when to because after I could get more points
d. I: I was doing it to level up shelters
e. J: See above
f. M: It was for the greater good
g. P: the waste didn’t seem to have too much of an effect, so we got pretty
comfortable with creating waste
If you were actually on this mission, how else might you have managed your
waste?
a. C: not just throw it in the trash can
b. D: Tried to get the least amount possible
c. H: If this was really real then I would try to make my best move
d. I: Recycle!
e. J: I would ask for a hug… and then burn the waste
f. M: I would act the same
g. P: Looked for more ways to clean up the waste
Again, if you were actually on this mission, what advice might you send back to
the people on planet earth?
a. C: You can put a lot more stuff in the dump. Don’t spend all of the cards
right away. Save some for later. Don’t pollute the world so you don’t have
to do this.
b. D: Bring a lot of supplies for shelter from storms
c. H: What I would say is stay calm
d. I: Recycle! Don’t throw waste on ground or don’t leave some on the beach!
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e. J: Every action has a consequence/reaction. Think about what you do
before you do it. The earth is not solely yours.
f. M: Conserve and control waste and value earth
g. P: Keep the world nice.
7) Did anything about this game confuse you?
a. C: Waste management. That there were only three levels of some
buildings, four of others.
b. D: When we buy a shelter, etc. how we use blue and green together
c. H: Yes, when you read the cards upside down (this respondent sat at the
table with the board upside down to her).
d. I: No, it was a great game!
e. J: Some of the descriptions on the cards
f. M: Yes, but I’m a noob when it comes to these concepts. I’m also not a
good critical thinker.
g. P: We never used waste management. Some of the buildings had an
immediate in game effect that were hard to keep straight. Maybe there are
too many buildings. As you upgrade buildings, show on the board the
effect (reserve and research center). Liked putting the resource
underneath the building.
8) Is there anything about this game you didn’t enjoy?
a. C: How expensive the shelters were. Kind of intimidating. Don’t like the
managing idea. Maybe have little dudes that could move through the
buildings so that you can upgrade them.
b. D: No
c. H: There is so much reading
d. I: I didn’t enjoy having to spend cards then I have 1 or 2 cards left
e. J: Nope!
f. M: No
g. P: The colors were kind of confusing. Both blue and green kept reminding
me of nature.
9) What was your favorite part of the game?
a. C: Winning! How inexpensive the cards were.
b. D: Working together as a team to build shelters
c. H: My favorite part is the dump
d. I: Buying cards. Getting my cards from the discard pile.
e. J: It’s collaborative, so everyone helps each other.
f. M: The teamwork element
g. P: Really enjoyed a lot of it. Thought it was interesting. Liked the building
absorbing the resources. Liked that the research facility, power generator.
Liked the little dump. Nice having a laid out board.
10) If you were making this game, what would you do differently?
a. C: maybe the wood deck could have been blue too. Make the shelter
cheaper. Fewer tarps, more expensive. Weather card break down a
building.
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b. D: Add a ?
c. H: I would make it a little more hard to understand (it is suspected the
respondent meant “easier” to understand).
d. I: Maybe have 1 less structure to focus on.
e. J: I would make everything pink
f. M: If a player goes 3 turns [without acting] there should be a consequence
to their lack of involvement. Maybe an effect card or condition (sickness,
injury, temperament)
g. P: Actually building buildings. Maybe little buildings with little walls—put
the cards inside the building. The weather should dump the waste every
time. Maybe give the dump a bottom.
7.6.3 Appendix F.3 Mini-C2C lesson delivered after playtesting session
Pick one thing in the room and look at it. Where did it come from? If you bought it at the
store, where did it come from before that? What kind of materials is that thing made of?
Do you think those materials were brand new, or is that thing made up of old stuff?
Where a product comes from is the “cradle” of that product.
Now think about what you’re going to do with it when you’re done with it. Even if you
give it away to a thrift store and someone else buys it, what happens to it then? When
it’s outlived its usefulness, what happens to it? If it gets thrown away, where does it go?
Will it get put in a dump? What happens to it there? Will it break down and return
nutrients to the planet? How long will that take? What if it’s made of something the earth
didn’t make, like a plastic or a painted metal? What will the earth do with this new
material? What happens to a product at the end of its useful life is the “grave” of the
product.
Many of the things we buy and use every day operate on a “Cradle-to-Grave” cycle—
that is, we harvest raw materials from the earth, turn them into the products we need,
then we throw them away when we’re done.
Think about the game we played. Cradle-to-grave would have been if we had taken
cards, used them to buy more cards, and then thrown them away when we were done.
How, then, could we keep using the resources over and over again? If we used them up
to get other resources, shouldn’t we have to lose them?
The game you just played operates on a “Cradle-to-Cradle” cycle. The idea behind
Cradle-to-Cradle is that once we’re done with a product, we can break it down to its raw
components to use them as the resources for new things! The “grave” of the first
product becomes the “cradle” of the second!
How is this different than recycling, you might ask? Conventional recycling as we know
it is usually downcycling. That is, the glass Coke bottle you recycled will be mixed in
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with all other sorts of glass bottles, meaning it will lose it’s transparency. It can’t be used
as a Coke bottle again, but it might be used for something else of lesser quality.
In Cradle-to-Cradle, on the other hand, product elements can truly be recycled, so long
as the elements stay in the same cycle. See, in the Cradle-to-Cradle, or C2C
framework, everything we use to make things are a part of two very separate cycles.
There’s the biological cycle, which is stuff that the earth grows on its own, like wood,
and there’s the technical cycle, which is stuff we create through chemical processes,
like plastics. Anything from these two cycles can be returned and reprocessed through
its cycle as long as we keep the cycles separate. As soon as we combine the two
cycles, we create what’s called a monstrous hybrid. There’s not much we can do with a
monstrous hybrid—it usually just ends up in the trash!
Think of it like this: say we want to make a t-shirt, so we gather up a bunch of cotton,
which is a biological resource, and make the shirt. The shirt serves us well, and when
we’ve used it up, we can tear it up and toss it in the compost heap. The compost
nurtures the earth, and the soil is used to grow more cotton. We’ve returned what we’ve
taken, and the cycle is complete.
Or maybe we want to make the shirt out of polyester (so stylish!), which is made from
petroleum, so it’s a technical resource. Once that polyester shirt goes out of fashion, we
can recycle it to create new polyester fabric for a new, more stylish shirt! The cycle
continues.
But say we want something more durable (and cheaper) than cotton, but more
comfortable and stylish than polyester. Why not a cotton-polyester blend! The best of
both worlds! The shirt is cool and comfortable. A win-win!
But then, when it’s time to get rid of the shirt, we can’t cut it up and compost it, because
polyester won’t decompose for years! And we can’t recycle it because cotton, like paper,
loses quality when it’s recycled. So it’s almost useless to us. It’s a monstrous hybrid! Of
course, we can cut it up and downcycle it as lower quality material, but that’s just a
speedbump on the road to its ultimate destination, the dump.
Another component of the C2C framework is that there is no such thing as away. When
we throw things away, where do they go? They don’t disappear—they have to go
somewhere! Typically, they end up in the dump, and there they’ll stay for a long time.
But they don’t really, truly go away, do they? They just go somewhere else.
This is why, in the game, the dump was so close to the main deck, and why the level 5
weather events mixed the dump in with all the rest of the resources. Even if you were to
throw your waste away in the dump, there’s no promise that it will stay there. It could
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end up back in your hands! So even though we like to think we can throw things away,
there’s really no such thing.
7.6.4 Appendix F.4: Questions after mini-lesson
1) So knowing all that, if you were to play the game again, would you play any
differently?
a. C: Throw more stuff away knowing it wouldn’t make a huge effect. Should
be a bad card before the waste card.
b. D: No, I would still try to build the shelter fast
c. H: No because I like to follow the rules
d. I: I would try not to put cards in the waste
e. J: I would be more aware of how much waste I create and how the cards I
use can be used in the future.
f. M: No
g. P: If you fixed the waste to have more of an effect, you’d be more aware of
waste. Nothing really bad was happening. [I would] be more thankful for
the discard pile
2) Can you tell me what Cradle-to-Cradle means?
a. C: When you recycle, it’s not broken up.
b. D: Buying something then using it again. Example: buy a mirror for the
wall then using it for a tray on my dresser for storage
c. H: What Cradle to Cradle means use something then get something [new]
about it
d. I: Buying anything then reproducing
e. J: Being able to continuously use a material several times in several
different ways
f. M: [skipped]
g. P: the grave of one item becomes the cradle of the next item.
3) What should you do with something when it has outlived its usefulness?
a. C: Throw it away. Throw it in the dump! Or keep it.
b. D: Put by our roadside for FREE to pass along to someone else
c. H: What I would do is put it in the recycling
d. I: Decompose it if accessible (if there’s a way)
e. J: See if someone can make use out of it; find out how to recycle/break
down the thing to use its components separately for other things.
f. M: Depending on the substance, you could burn it and use the ash in
compost.
g. P: Try to find a new use for it. Give it to someone else that can use it.
4) Where does the garbage go when we’re done with it?
a. C: To the landfill
b. D: In the trashcan then the dump… for a long time.
c. H: They go [to] the dump and burn it.
d. I: Dump then dumps into ocean
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5)

6)

7)

8)

e. J: NOT away… it comes back to bite you…
f. M: It’s taken to a transfer station, buried in the ground, then covered w/dirt
(this respondent had worked some years in a landfill)
g. P: To the landfill
How is Cradle-to-Cradle helpful?
a. C: It’s a faster process.
b. D: Less things go in the dump
c. H: Cradle-to-Cradle is helpful because you get something new out of
something old.
d. I: So their will be less waste!
e. J: It makes you think more carefully about what you use and how you
discard it.
f. M: Because it is the solution to waste and doesn’t downcycle materials.
g. P: It creates less waste, and each resource lasts longer.
Why should we keep biological and technical resources separate?
a. C: Because they can explode! Because they’re totally different things.
We’d have to use more material, or it would create pollution
b. D: Because once they are mixed they can not be recycled
c. H: Because we want to be allowed to get more cards from our pile.
d. I: So they will not get mixed up
e. J: Because it is not possible to separate them once you are done using the
thing.
f. M: Because when they are mixed they can’t be undone or separated. You
can’t unscramble scrambled eggs.
g. P: So we can keep the cycle going. Keep monstrous hybrids out of our
lives.
Do you have any questions?
a. C: Nope
b. D: No
c. H: What inspired you to make this game?
d. I: Nope!
e. J: No
f. M: What’s an example of a Cradle to Cradle item?
g. P: Nope
Knowing more about Cradle-to-Cradle, how might you revise the game?
a. C: Nope
b. D: It makes me think about repurposing more things and passing things
along to people who need it
c. H: I think this game [should] be easier to understand
d. I: Trade and buy and reproduce
e. J: I would make waste more prominent… because we use a lot of it now
and it is a big consequence.
f. M: Not sure
g. P: Nope
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7.7

Appendix G: Notes from research and development process
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